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BULLS CONTINUE TO DOMINATE
After a brief period of underperformance, Bank Nifty has
finally joined the Bull party, adding fuel to the fire. Even as
the frontline indices along with the Mid-Cap indices gained
around 2%, the Bank Nifty outperformed by posting
outstanding weekly gains of around 10%.
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The financial sector has always played a key role in previous
Bull Market Rallies, and if the current Rally needs to go up
any further, then Bank Nifty will have a key role to play.
There has been a great disconnect between stock market
returns and actual on ground economic condition. But
"Markets can remain irrrational longer than one can remain
solvent"
Options data for Sep series indicate highest Call Open
Interest at the strike of 12000 and highest Put Open
Interest at the strike of 11000. Thus Options data suggest a
trading range with Resistance at 12000 and Support at 11000
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ACTIONABLE OPTION STRATEGIES

Instrument Name :

Sell 1 Leg of SEP 510 PE @ 23.3

AXISBANK

Buy 1 Leg of SEP 490 PE @ 15

Trend :

Max Profit : INR 9900

AXISBANK formed a strong volume candle Max Loss : INR 14100 (exit if loss is more
on Friday,indicating good momentum
than 8K)
Breakeven : 502
Options Data :
Sep OI data suggest
Support at 500 ( Max Put OI)
Resistance at 500 ( Max Call OI)

Additional Data :

500 CE writers seems to be trapped and
further upmove can lead to a bigger
shortcovering rally

With the new margin requirements, the margin required for above trade is only
around 50K.
So, the ROI is almost 20% on margin deployed but in case of a wild movement
one could lose up to 14000 which is around 30% of margin deployed.
So one should initiate this trade with atleast 3 lakh per lot and not be
aggressive due to new margin rules.
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ACTIONABLE OPTION STRATEGIES

Instrument Name :

Sell 1 Leg of SEP 11500 PE @ 136

NIFTY

Buy 1 Leg of SEP 11300 PE @ 85
Sell 1 Leg of SEP 12000 CE @ 68

Trend :

Buy 1 Leg of SEP 12200 CE @ 28

NIFTY seems to be in a uptrend with
resistance around 12000
Max Profit : INR 6728
Max Loss : INR 8272 (exit if loss is more
Options Data :

Sep OI data suggest
Support at 11500 ( 2nd Max Put OI)

than 6000)
Breakeven : 1411.0-12089.0

Resistance at 12000 ( Max Call OI)

With the new margin requirements, the margin required for above trade is only
around 50K.
So, the ROI is almost 14% on margin deployed but in case of a wild movement
one could lose up to 8K which is around 17% of margin deployed.
So one should initiate this trade with atleast 3 lakh per lot and not be
aggressive due to new margin rules.
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DISCLAIMER
The views expressed in this newsletter are just for educational purpose
Investment/Trading in securities market is subject to market risk and past
performance is not a guarantee of future performance.
Trading in derivatives is extremely risk and should be done only with
proper knowledge.
It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment
based on your own personal circumstances
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If you have any questions or queries then you can write to us on :
hello@quantifycapital.in or connect over WhatsApp on +91- 8928381567

